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A Natomas Sanctuary
The First Half

This commemorative book acknowledges three noteworthy Conservancy (also referred to as 
"TNBC") events:

•Reserve Consolidation. The many individual preserves that make up the Conservancy's land 
holdings have recently been successfully consolidated into three distinct "Reserve Areas."

•Land Acquisition Achievement. The Conservancy's overall land acquisitions are at 
approximately one-half of the Natomas Basin Habitat Conservation Plan's 8,750-acre mitigation 
land acquisition requirement. 

•Founding Leaders Retire.  Anne Rudin and Bill Krum served as the Conservancy's founding 
Board President and Vice President, respectively, from 1998 through 2006. Their retirement 
from the Board of Directors follows extraordinary leadership and dedication to the 
Conservancy's mission.



The Natomas Basin

Habitat land taking shape

Showing three reserve areas.



Nestor tract

All properties are surveyed.



Rosa East tract

Surveyed boundaries are recorded

Marking boundaries is essential.

Lucich North tract

Restoration and enhancement

A rice field is converted to marsh.



Souza and Natomas Farms tracts

Site plans are closely followed.

(right: a TNBC habitat plan)



Natomas Farms and Cummings tracts

Marsh construction completed...

...and quickly colonized by GGS.



Silva tract - Q Island

Finished marsh - ground level 

Three years post-construction.



Silva tract

Vegetation control patrol

Grazing controls grass height.

Silva tract

Chow Time

Goats help maintain grass height.



Silva tract

Silva tract

 "Blanca"

Trained to protect goats.

"Pedro"

Also trained to protect livestock.



Silva tract

Well-grazed upland and marsh

"Close-in" grazing done by goats.

Souza tract

Prime Swainson's hawk foraging

A successful TNBC alfalfa field.

( Vegetation is controlled by farmers here.)



Nestor tract

Great horned owl

The "boss of the Basin."

Happy foraging on TNBC land.



Atkinson tract

Native grass seed is planted

Seed to propagate upland preserves.

 (And also foraging area for Swainson's hawk.)



Silva tract

Pole barn stores native grass hay

Used for soil stabilization around marsh. 



Natomas Farms tract

Regular maintenance begins

Required marsh maintenance.

Natomas Farms tract

Channel clearing

Insuring functionality of marsh.



Natomas Farms

Critical enhancement: channel design

This design is favored by GGS.



Natomas Farms tract

Channel maintained

Note Fisherman's Lake (at right).

Frazer North tract

Post-maintenance perfection

A few months after maintenance.



Nestor tract

Great horned owls

...find meals around TNBC rice fields.



Silva tract

Burrowing owls at the Silva site

An NBHCP "covered species."

Kismat tract

Perfect conditions

Courtesy of TNBC.



Vestal South tract

White faced ibis #1

In a TNBC rice field.

 (An NBHCP "covered species.")

Betts tract

White faced ibis #2

In a TNBC-constructed marsh.



Betts tract

Enhanced pasture

Especially for Swainson's hawk foraging.



DSC_0166.JPG

Example of early built habitat

Sanctuary. Refuge. Habitat.



Silva tract

Operations and maintenance HQ

Silva tract

An island in a sea of monoculture

A wildlife-rich TNBC preserve.



A Natomas Sanctuary

The mission of the Conservancy is, simply stated, to acquire and manage mitigation land under the Natomas 

Basin Habitat Conservation Plan (the "Plan"). The basic idea of the Plan is to provide a sanctuary and refuge for 

species displaced by development in the Natomas Basin.

•Reserve Consolidation. A principle tenet of the Plan is to enhance the biological value of mitigation land. One 

way to achieve that is for the Conservancy to reduce fragmented preserves by consolidating them. Under a 3 

1/2-year campaign, the Conservancy recently completed the third of three land exchanges that produced this 

reserve consolidation.

•Land Acquisition Achievement. Under the terms of the Plan, 8,750 acres of land are to be acquired to mitigate 

the loss of 17,500 acres of land to be developed. As 2006 came to an end, the Conservancy had acquired 

approximately half the land needed to implement the Plan.

•Founding Leaders Retire. None of the above could have been achieved without effective leadership. The 

Conservancy's founding Board President and Vice President, Anne Rudin and Bill Krum, respectively, have 

retired from the Conservancy's Board. Their dedication and commitment to the successful implementation of the 

Plan were exemplary. Their guiding hands will be missed.
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Notes:

 

--"TNBC" and the "Conservancy" are used interchangeably in this booklet.

--"GGS" is the abbreviation for "giant garter snake."

An electronic copy of this booklet can be found on the Conservancy's web site (see URL 

posted above).
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